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Abstract: This paper presents a novel design for the top contact of thin film photovoltaic
(PV) solar cells. The new top contact is formed by fabricating a 20nm thin honeycomb shaped
silver mesh on top of an ultra-thin 13nm of indium tin oxide. The new top contact offers the
potential to reduce the series resistance of the cell while increasing the light current via
plasmonic resonance. Using the nano-bead lithography technique the honeycomb top contact
was fabricated and electrically characterized. The experimental results verified the new
contact reduces the sheet resistance by about 40%. Numerical simulations were then used to
analyze the potential performance enhancement in the cell. The results suggest the proposed
top contact integrated with a typical thin film hydrogenated amorphous silicon PV device
would lead to more than an 8% improvement in the overall efficiency of the cell.
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
The ever-growing demand for energy along with the negative environmental impacts and
increasing costs of fossil fuels, have motivated the scientific community to explore
inexpensive, clean and renewable sources of energy [1]. Solar photovoltaic (PV) technology,
which converts light directly to electricity, is one of the most appealing alternatives to
sustainably supply the increasing global electrical energy demand [2]. PV costs have steadily
declined [3,4] and now represent the fastest growing source of electricity, however, costs
must continue to decline for the levelized cost of solar electricity [5] to eliminate the need for
traditional electricity sources and their externalities in their entirety. Besides cost savings in
material selections and fabrication process efficiencies, improvement in the conversion
efficiency of solar cells cuts the total expense of solar PV deployment by reducing the
number of modules required to deliver given amount of electric power and thus the
concomitant labor and balance of systems (BOS) expenses such as land and racking materials.
Thin film hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) solar cells are an important example of
potentially useful means to economically fabricate PV. Cost effective plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and low material usage made the thin film a-Si:H solar
cell appealing for the replacement of single crystal and polycrystalline solar cells. However,
thin film a-Si:H cells are not as efficient as their crystalline and polycrystalline counterparts.
The highest confirmed efficiency for thin film a-Si is about 11% (12% if a tandem
microcrystalline layer is used), which is about half of the efficiency of crystalline Si solar
cells [6].
Several researchers have used innovation in plasmonics to increase the efficiency of thin
film a-Si:H solar cells. For example, Derkacs and associates increased the short circuit current
density of thin film a-Si:H solar cells with forward scattering by surface plasmon polariton
modes [7]. Spinelli and colleagues modified the back reflector with plasmonic silver nano#348273
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particles to enhance light absorption through light-trapping [8]. Aydin et al. proposed a thin
plasmonic absorber consisting of a metal–insulator–metal stack with a nano-structured top
silver film to increase the light absorption [9]. Massoit and associates used one dimensional
array of silver strips to form a broadband light trapping mechanism in order to enhance the
light absorption of the cell [10]. Zhang et al., found improved a-Si:H PV device performance
with an enhanced front-surface hexagonal plasmonic arrays made from nano-scale
lithography [11]. These approaches are promising and this study aims to further those efforts
by analyzing a new top contact that is able to be manufactured economically at a large scale.
Beside plasmonic, in this paper, we propose a new design for thin film a-Si:H with a unique
top emitter layer. We report a series of experiments and measurements to demonstrate
feasibility of implementation for the proposed emitter layer. In addition, we run numerical
simulations to reveal the potential for the new top emitter layer to increase the efficiency of aSi:H-based PV cells by quantifying the enhancement of light absorption in the active region
and the reduction in the series resistance.
2. Plasmonic thin film a-Si:H solar cell
A typical thin film a-Si:H solar cell consists of several semiconductor and conductive layers
with different thicknesses as is shown in Fig. 1. The thickness and optical properties of these
layers especially the top transparent conductive oxides (TCO) and intrinsic a-Si:H layer have
a strong impact on the optical properties of the cell. The intrinsic a-Si:H is the active region of
the cell and produces the photocurrent generated by the cell. However, absorption of light in
the active a-Si:H layer drops drastically as the wavelength of light increases beyond 600nm.
As a result, most of the light energy at large wavelength regions (λ > 600nm), is not harvested
by the cell. For the short wavelength region (λ < 450nm), on the other hand, the incident light
mostly dissipates in the p-type amorphous silicon layer and does not reach the active layer.
Considering these two effects, the cell is more efficient within the 450nm < λ <600nm
window. Therefore, it is essential to maximize the transmission of sunlight within the 450nm
< λ <600nm window into the active layer. This explains the need for adding an anti-reflection
coating (ARC) on top of the cell, which reduces the reflection and increases the transmission
in the 450nm < λ <600nm window. The TCO layer, which is normally made out of indium tin
oxide (ITO), serves as the ARC. TCOs were initially integrated with thin film solar cells to
reduce the series resistance of the cells by lowering the sheet resistance of the emitter layer
[12]. However, in modern cells TCO layer has multiple functionalities such as barrier to
prevent the back reflector (BR) and top grid metal to diffuse inside the active layer [13], and
the ARC as mentioned.

Fig. 1. Cross section of a typical thin film a-Si:H solar cell. From right, white is the glass
superstrate, gray is the top TCO layer made of thin film indium thin oxide (ITO), green is ptype amorphous silicon, deep blue is intrinsic a-Si:H, light blue is n-type amorphous silicon,
red is the bottom TCO layer made of aluminum zinc oxide (AZO), and pink is the bottom layer
made out of silver.

Although the ARC is beneficial for the 450nm < λ <600nm window, it rejects the incident
light at higher wavelengths, λ > 650nm. The low absorption of the active layer along with the
high reflection of incident light by the ARC result in poor efficiency for the large wavelength
region. Plasmonic nano-structures were recently exploited to alleviate the low efficiency of
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thin film a-Sii:H cells in the large waveleength region [[14,15]. The sttrong interactioon of the
plasmonic parrticles with thee incident ligh
ht results in difffraction and llocal field enhaancement
among other phenomena.
p
Ch
hange in the diirection of proppagation of thee light due to ddiffraction
reduces the reeflection causeed by ARC in
n the large wavvelength regionn. At the same time, it
increases the light path leng
gth in the activee layer since it propagates at an oblique anggle. As an
ncement in thee light current in a-Si:H solaar cell by
example, Vorra et al. reportted 20% enhan
adding nano-d
disks on top of
o ITO layer [1
14]. For furtheer details, readders can see thhe review
article by Atw
water and assocciates that summ
marizes severaal different dessigns and confiigurations
along with th
he underlying working
w
mechaanism of the pplasmonic solarr cells [15]. Inn order to
make this approach more effective, one needs to reduuce the thicknness of the TC
CO layer.
y, the sheet ressistance of thee emitter layer increases, whhich in turn leaads to an
Consequently
increase in th
he series resisttance of the cell [16,17]. Thhe short circuuit current (ISC) and fill
factor (FF) off the solar cell reduces, as thee series resistannce gets largerr, which both ccontribute
to a decreasee in overall ceell conversion efficiency. Thherefore, the m
maximum pow
wer (MP)
delivered by the cell may reduce
r
despitee the improvem
ment in absorpption and lighht current.
nd light absorp
ption by texturring the AZO and intrinsic layers has
Increasing thee diffraction an
been exploiteed and around 26% increasee in the efficieency was repoorted using this method
[18–20]. Nevertheless, the plasmonic
p
app
proach could bbe applied to teextured cells aas well to
further increaase the efficien
ncy. Besides, th
he plasmonic aapproach is nott limited only to a-Si:H
solar cells and it could be applied
a
to a wide
w
variety off thin-film solaar cells includiing GaAs
and polymer solar
s
cells [21,22].

Fig. 2.
2 (a) Five-parametter model for solaar cell. (b) Changee in MPP as Ilight inncreases from 0 too
30% and
a RS increases from 0 to 100% for
f the typical thinn film a-Si:H solaar cell with VOC =
1.3V, ISC = 1.3A, I0 = 0.31nA, η = 1.36, RS = 0.2Ω and RP = 6.3Ω. The pointt P1 corresponds too
15% increase
i
in Ilight and
d 43% increase in the RS.

We have performed a numerical stu
udy to exploree the combineed effect of tthe series
Si:H solar
resistance, RS, and the lightt current, Ilight, on the overalll efficiency off thin film a-S
cells. The maaximum powerr point (MPP) under the stanndardized condditions of 1 sunn with an
air mass of 1.5 (AM1.5) is considered to
o be the metricc for the overaall efficiency. The fiveparameter mo
odel shown in
n Fig. 2(a) which consists oof a current soource, a diode,, a series
resistance and
d a parallel resistance is used
d for the calcullation [23]. The result of the study for
a typical thin film a-Si:H so
olar cell with open circuit volltage VOC = 1.33V, short circuuit current
uration currentt I0 = 0.31nA, diode idealityy factor η = 1.336, series
ISC = 1.3A, reeverse bias satu
resistance RS = 0.2Ω and paarallel resistan
nce RP = 6.3Ω is illustrated iin Fig. 2(b). W
We should
v
for the five-parameter
fi
typical cell wass obtained by aaveraging
mention the values
model of the ty
several comm
mercial thin film
m a-Si:H solar cells listed in [24]. As Fig. 22(b) suggests, increases
in series resisstance could diminish any im
mprovement gaiined in the lighht current by inncreasing
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the light absorption of the cell. For the high-level model, which is applicable to a wide range
of cells, being used in our study for instance, a 15% increase in the light current has positive
effect on the MPP only if the increase in the series resistance is less than 43% (see point P1 in
Fig. 2(b). Thus, it is crucial to keep the series resistance below some certain value while
optimizing or redesigning a solar cell to increase the light absorption.
Inspired by this outcome, we designed a new plasmonic thin film a-Si:H cell that reduces
the series resistance of the cell along with enhancement in the light absorption. The design
which we refer to as the honeycomb emitter is shown in Fig. 3. The top contact of the new
cell consists of a thin ITO layer that is partially covered by a silver mesh resembling a
honeycomb. The 13nm ultra-thin ITO is set to form a low resistance ohmic junction with the
active layer at the bottom [25] and prevent diffusion of the top silver mesh. The silver mesh
provides a low resistance path to deliver the photo-generated current to the external terminal
of the cell. As we elaborate in the next section, a properly designed honeycomb mesh
improves light absorption in λ > 650nm region without deteriorating the performance of the
cell in 450nm < λ <600nm. The honeycomb thin film solar cell is a periodic structure in the X
and Y directions (see Fig. 3). Figure 3 shows 6 of the unit cells in a 3 by 2 arrangement. A
thin metallic film with an array of subwavelength holes has been proposed before to improve
the efficiency of organic solar cells [26]. However, the honeycomb pattern benefits from
scalable and relatively low cost self-assembled nano-beads lithography technique [11,27–31].
In [32], the authors used nano-beads lithography to make a perforated metallic film which in
turn could be used to lower the resistance of the top contact. However, the plasmonic
resonance was not being considered. In addition, the authors only consider the metallic mesh
by itself, not as a part of a solar cell.

Fig. 3. Schematic of 6 unit cells of honeycomb thin film solar cell. The silver mesh is shown in
grey. The top TCO layer is in green, active layer in blue, and the bottom TCO layer in red. The
drawing is not to scale.

As the result of diffraction of the incident light by the silver mesh, the energy of incident
light is distributed between the different diffracted orders. The amount of power in the nonzero diffracted orders to the total incident power is called diffraction efficiency, η D . Larger
the

ηD

, more of the energy of the incident light transfers to non-zero diffracted orders,

which is desirable for increasing the light current at high wavelength region. Plasmonic
resonance enables the silver mesh to enhance the η D at a given frequency dependent on the
geometry of the mesh. The thickness, radius of the opening and periodicity of the mesh
determine the frequency and strength of the plasmonic resonance [33]. At the resonance
frequency, electric and magnetic fields are very strong at the silver-ITO interface and decay
rapidly as the distance to the interface increases; this phenomenon is called local field
enhancement. The η D increases as the result of the local field enhancement and Fourier
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expansion explains the connection between these two. Power in every diffracted order is
proportional to the squared magnitude of the corresponding harmonic in the 2D Fourier
expansion of electric and magnetic field. The fast and intense change in the fields as the result
of local field enhancement leads to large harmonic content in the 2D Fourier expansion of the
field, which in turn, means higher power in the non-zero diffracted orders.
3. Design, modeling, a of honeycomb top contact
Since this particular application requires high diffraction efficiency for λ ≥ 600nm , the silver
mesh was designed based on the guidelines provided in [33] to resonate at 600nm. The
resonance frequency and diffraction efficiency were found form the numerical simulation.
The COMSOL RF module, a commercially available full-wave electromagnetic simulation
tool, was used to perform the numerical simulation. The result of the numerical modeling was
used in an iterative fashion to tune the geometrical parameters of the silver mesh in order to
achieve the desired resonance frequency.
In order to find the diffraction efficiency on the mesh, the electric and the magnetic fields
were found numerically on a test plane on the top boundary of the intrinsic a-Si. Having the
electric fields everywhere on the test plane, we can apply the Fourier integral to decompose
the field into plane waves that propagate in the different directions, or the diffracted orders.
The amplitudes of the X and Y polarized electric fields, Exm, n and E ym , n , for all the different
diffracted orders are given by
1
Eim , n = WL



Ei ( x, y )e

j mW2 π x

e

j n 2Lπ y

dxdy

(1)

− W2 < x < W2
− L2 < y < L2

In Eq. (1), i represents the X and Y, and Ei ( x, y ) is the i component of the electric field
on the test plane found from simulation. W and L are the length of the unit cell in the X and Y
directions, respectively (see Fig. 3). m and n denote the order of diffraction in the X and Y
directions respectively. In other words, the X component of the wave vector is m2π/W and the
Y component is n2π/L.
Having the amplitude of every diffracted order, we can easily find the diffraction
efficiency for the normally incident light. The sum of the powers in the all diffracted
components is equal to the total power minus power in the undiffracted modes. Therefore, the
diffraction efficiency could be written as
Poutput −

ηD =

1
Z

(E

0,0 2
x

+ E y0,0

2

)

(2)
.
Pincident
In Eq. (2), Z denotes wave impedance of intrinsic a-Si:H layer, Pincident is the incident
power density, and Poutput is the total power density passed the silver mesh.
After a couple of iterations, we found a silver mesh with thickness of 20nm, the diameter
of the openings of 0.92μm, the periodicity (center-to-center distance between two adjacent
openings) of 1μm resonates at 600nm. The ITO layer beneath the mesh is 13nm, because the
13nm ITO layer is not thick enough to work as an ARC for 450nm < λ <600nm, a 48nm thick
layer of silicon nitride (Si3N4 or simply SiN) was added on top of the ITO layer. We selected
SiN because it has refractive index value very close to the refractive index of ITO and is
much less absorptive compared to ITO. In this design, the combination of 13nm ITO and
48nm SiN together acts as the modified ARC. Diffraction of light inside the ARC increases
the light absorption through two different mechanisms. First, an obliquely propagating wave
has a longer path length in the active layer, therefore absorption in the active layer increases.
Second, if the angle of propagation for the diffracted light is greater than the critical angle for
the total internal reflection at the air-ITO interface, the wave cannot escape back to the air.
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For the honey
ycomb solar cell, diffraction is
i the result off the interactionn of light with the silver
mesh embedd
ded inside thee modified AR
RC layer. Figuure 4(a) show
ws the spectrum
m of the
diffraction effficiency and dissipated
d
pow
wer in the silveer mesh for ann X polarized normally
incident light. The diffractio
on efficiency was
w calculatedd for the test pllane inside thee intrinsic
p
a-Si:H innterface (see Fig. 1). All the rreflection
a-Si layer, verry close to the intrinsic and p-type
from the botttom boundary of the a-Si lay
yer was supprressed by addinng a perfectlyy matched
layer (PML) to the bottom
m boundary (P
PML was addded only to caalculate the ddiffraction
T peaks in th
he dissipated po
ower corresponnds with the pplasmonic resonnances of
efficiency). The
the silver net. As illustrated
d in Fig. 4(a), the diffractionn efficiency inncreases at λ = 600nm ,
ver net has onee of the resonaances. Becausee of the 6-fold rotational sym
mmetry of
where the silv
the honeycom
mb there is no polarization deependence for normally inciddent light. Forr the sake
of simplicity only
o
the X com
mponent of the electric field oon the test planne at 600nm is shown in
Fig. 4(b).

Fig. 4.
4 (a) Black is the diffraction efficiency (Eq. (2), red iis the dissipated ppower in the silverr
mesh,, and blue is the output diffraction
n efficiency. (b) X component off the electric fieldd
(arbitrrary unit) on the teest plane at resonan
nce λ = 600nm .

The specttrum of the diissipated poweer in the silveer mesh (Fig. 4(a)) suggestss there is
another strong
g plasmonic reesonance at λ = 375nm . How
wever, there iss no coincidentt increase
in the diffraction efficiency
y at this frequeency. This incconsistency couuld be attributted to the
on of the p-typ
pe a-Si layer. The
T diffraction efficiency in F
Fig. 4(a) was ccalculated
high absorptio
on the test plaane on top of the
t intrinsic a-S
Si layer. As m
mentioned earlieer, the p-type aa-Si layer
which is locaated between the honeycom
mb mesh and tthe test plane is very absorrptive for
λ < 400nm . As
A a result, most
m of the pow
wer in this wavvelength regionn is absorbed by the ptype layer and
d a small portion of the lightt reaches the teest plane and cconsequently ddiffraction
efficiency deccreases. In ord
der to further clarify
c
this poinnt, we define a new parametter called
output diffracction efficiency
y as the ratio of transmitted ppower in the noonzero diffractted orders
to the total trransmitted pow
wer. The outpu
ut efficiency c alculated withh the same testt plane is
shown in Fig
g. 4(a). As it iss clear in the figure,
f
the outtput diffractionn efficiency haas a peak
close to λ = 375nm
3
which is
i the indication
n of a strong ddiffraction.
The numeerical simulatio
on was utilized to find the opttical absorptionn in the active layer and
photo-currentt for the compllete honeycom
mb solar cell. F
Figure 5 showss the optical abbsorption
spectra in thee intrinsic a-Sii:H layer (the active layer) ffor the honeyccomb solar celll and the
reference solaar cell in Fig. 1,
1 both for norm
mally incident light under staandardized conndition of
AM1.5. The honeycomb a-Si:H
a
shows 7.5% increasee in the opticcal absorption and 8%
improvement in the photo
o-current comp
pared to the rreference a-Sii:H solar cell. This is
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promising, bu
ut it is importan
nt to consider that
t the improvvement in the ooptical absorpttion is not
gained at the expense
e
of an increase
i
in the series resistannce.

Absorption %
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( THz
Hz )
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5
500
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λ (nm)

6
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Fig. 5.
5 Red shows the absorption
a
spectraa in the intrinsic a--Si:H layer of thee honeycomb solarr
cell and
a blue shows ab
bsorption spectra for the referencee a-Si:H solar celll under normallyy
incideent 1.5AM illumin
nation for 300nm < λ <730nm.

Using thee COMSOL model
m
we fou
und the absorpption in the ddifferent layerrs of the
honeycomb ceell, the results are illustrated in Fig. 6(a). Siince the absorpption in the SiN
N and the
n-type amorp
phous silicon laayers were mu
uch lower com
mpared to the absorption in the other
layers we did not include them in the figurre. As it was exxpected, the p--type amorphouus silicon
absorbs a notticeable portio
on of the incid
dent light at thhe low-waveleength region. It is also
worth mention
ning that the ab
bsorption in th
he silver mesh iincorporated w
with the a-Si:H solar cell
is different frrom the absorp
ption in the siilver mesh shoown in Fig. 4((a). The reasonn for this
difference rellies on the facct that the geometry which hhas been usedd to find the ddiffraction
efficiency in Fig.
F 4(a) is diff
fferent from thee geometry forr the complete solar cell. Addditionally,
the reflectionss from the hon
neycomb cell an
nd the referencce cell were caalculated and aare shown
in Fig. 6(b). The
T honeycom
mb ARC consissting of SiN annd ITO layers minimize the rreflection
for 450nm < λ <600nm reg
gion, while the resonances inn the silver messh reduce the eexcessive
reflection outsside this region
n.

Fig. 6.
6 (a) Absorption in different layerss of the honeycom
mb solar cell. Thee red, blue, black,
green, and yellow lines show the absorptions in the p-type a-Si layer, silver mesh, ITO, AZO,,
and th
he silver back refleector, respectively. (b) The blue linee shows the reflecteed power from thee
honey
ycomb solar cell, while
w
the red line shows
s
the reflectioon from the referennce cell.

The resistance of the em
mitter layer is one
o of the majoor contributorss to the series rresistance
of a thin film
m solar cell. Th
he other majorr contributors tto the RS are tthe junction reesistances
between top TCO
T
and p-typ
pe a-Si and beetween bottom
m TCO and n-ttype a-Si layerr [12,34].
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Clearly, one needs to first quantify the contribution of the different components of RS in order
to study the effect of emitter layer sheet resistance in the performance of the cell. The
junction resistivity and the emitter sheet resistance depend strongly on the materials,
technology and fabrication conditions. As a result, the contribution of emitter layer in the RS
varies from one solar cell to another one, and typically ranges from 10% to 30% [35,36]. This
implies that if a modification on a cell doubles the emitter sheet resistance, the total series
resistance would increase by 10-30%.
Sheet resistance of a flat uniform layer is given by ρ / t where ρ is the specific
resistance and t is the thickness of the layer. For a 70nm thick ITO layer with specific
resistance of ρ ITO = 5 × 10−6 Ωm the sheet resistance is 71Ω/sq. For a complex structure like
the honeycomb emitter layer it is essential to first define sheet resistance. A voltage drop is
built as the photo generated current passes through the honeycomb emitter to reach the
external terminals of the solar cell. We define the effective sheet resistance of the honeycomb
emitter such that if the honeycomb emitter is replaced by a virtual layer with sheet resistance
equal to the effective sheet resistance, then the voltage drop across the layer does not change.
To find the effective sheet resistance, the scenario illustrated in Fig. 7 (the structure is
assumed to be very long in the Y direction compared to the size of the structure in the X and
Z directions) was considered. A uniform current density J is applied to the lower boundary of
the ITO layer and the current is collected from a terminal attached to the top edge of the silver
net. The SiN layer was not included in this analysis, because its resistance is orders of
magnitude larger than the silver mesh and ITO layer [37]. The terminal is located at x = 0 ,
kept at zero potential and the terminal-silver mesh junction resistance is negligible. Voltage
x
and
x + Δx
is equal to
drop across a small distance between
ΔV ( x) = V ( x + ΔV ) − V ( x) = σ e J ( L − x)Δx , where Δx is a small increment in the X
direction, σ e is the effective sheet resistance of the honeycomb emitter, and L is the length of
the honeycomb emitter in the X direction. The potential at any arbitrary point on the
honeycomb emitter is found to be:
1
V ( x) = σ e Jx(2 L − x)
2

(3)

Fig. 7. The scenario to find the effective sheet resistance of honeycomb emitter layer (only a
few unit cells of the honeycomb top contact are shown).

The structure in Fig. 7 has been studied numerically using the COMSOL AC/DC module
to find the potential at any point on the honeycomb emitter layer. The specific resistivity of
silver is considered to be ρ Ag = 7 × 10 −8 Ωm [38] and the specific resistivity of the 13nm thick
ITO layer is ρ ITO = 1.15 ×10−5 Ωm extrapolated form [39]. The silver mesh is 20nm thick and
has openings with diameter 0.92μm and a separation of 1μm (center to center). The result of
the numerical simulation is illustrated in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Voltage drop acrross the honeycom
mb emitter layer in response to flow oof uniform currentt
densitty of 1 Am−2 (only
y part of the structu
ure in the Y directiion is shown).

The simullation result in Fig. 8 fits with
h the analyticaal model descriibed in Eq. (3) with less
than 1% mean
n squared errorr and results in
n a value of 42 Ω/sq for the efffective sheet rresistance
(~40% less th
han sheet resisstance of the reeference cell w
with 70nm ITO
O layer). Assuuming 1030% of the seeries resistancee is from the em
mitter layer, thhe series resisttance of the hooneycomb
a-Si:H solar is
i 4% to 12% less than the reference
r
cell. For plasmonicc solar cells w
with a thin
layer of ITO and isolated metallic
m
islandss, the effectivee resistance off emitter layer increases
several timess. As an exam
mple, for the nano-disk plaasmonic solar cell (NDPS) [14] the
effective sheeet resistance off the emitter laayer is about 6640Ω/sq, whichh is 9 times laarger than
the reference cell. Consequ
uently, the seriies resistance oof the NDPS iis more than ttwo times
that of the refference cell.

4. Fabricatio
on of the hon
neycomb silv
ver mesh
A 13nm layeer of ITO (In2O3/SnO2 90/10
0 weight ratioo) was depositted on silicon substrate
using a Perkin
n Elmer 2400--6J RF sputteriing system. Sinnce the deposiition rate on thhe system
used was not characterized for sub 30nm
m films, experim
ments involvinng different RF
F powers
and deposition times were completed.
c
It was
w determinedd that a 15 seccond depositionn with an
RF power ram
mp rate of approximately 10W / s resultedd in a 13nm film. Here, the R
RF power
was brought up
u to 100W in
n 10 seconds, and held consstant for 5 secoonds before tuurning the
supply off. The
T
film thicckness was verified
v
using a J. A. Wooollam Verticaal VASE
ellipsometer and a 5-point scan was done to check ffor uniformityy across the saample. A
monolayer off polystyrene beads
b
with aveerage diameterr of 1μm was then depositeed on this
ITO layer usiing methods described in [11,28]. A Veecco Dim 3000 (Plainview, NY
Y) atomic
force microsccope (AFM) in
n tapping modee at 1 Hz was used to scan a 10 µm × 10 µm area.
The AFM imaage in Fig. 9 sh
hows the mono
olayer of the beeads in a close packed configguration.

Fig. 9.
9 AFM image of 1μm polystyrene beads
b
in close paccked configurationn on 13nm ITO onn
glass substrate.

To create a mask for the silver mesh, the beads werre etched in ann oxygen plasm
ma at RF
power of 100
0W for 15 seco
onds using a March
M
Jupiter II reactive ionn etch (RIE). A process
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pressure of 200mTorr
2
wass maintained to ensure reppeatability of process. Usinng a KH
Frederick EB12 evaporator,, a 20.5nm thick layer of sillver was then ddeposited on ttop of the
sample. A Hittachi S-4700 FE-SEM
F
was used
u
at 5kV to image the polyystyrene beadss after the
oxygen plasm
ma etch (Fig. 10(a)).
1
Image analysis
a
using a custom-buillt MATLAB script was
performed to measure the sp
pacing between
n each bead. Itt was concludeed that an RIE power of
100W with an
a etch time of 15 secondss with 98 stan
andard cubic ccentimeters peer minute
(SCCM) of ox
xygen would result in reductiion in diameterr of the beads by 8%. The beeads were
removed usin
ng a sonicated chloroform trriple wash [40]], leaving a siilver mesh as shown in
Fig. 10(b). Although
A
theorretically the mesh
m
pattern is considered to be uniforrm, when
fabricating the devices in th
he real world, it is clear that there is a nonnuniformity in the mesh
pattern as sho
own in Fig. 9. These nonuniiform meshes would be expected to underr-perform
what is projeected from sim
mulations, becaause, for exam
mple, constrictiions where thee channel
width is reduced would result in a higherr sheet resistannce. However, the preliminarry results
shown here are
a promising enough that the necessary engineering w
work is encouuraged to
further optim
mize the fabricaation of a unifform mesh in order to be abble to get experimental
results closer to those prediccted by simulattion.

Fig. 10. (a) SEM image of polystyrene beeads on a 13nm ITO
O on silicon substtrate showing beadd
diameeter reduction by 8%.
8 (b) SEM imag
ge of the silver m
mesh on a 13nm IT
TO after removingg
the po
olystyrene beads.

Figure 11 shows the sheeet resistance of the silver meesh on top of thhe ITO layer w
which was
measured usiing an open-so
ource automatted mapping ffour-point proobe (OS4PP) [[41]. The
variation in sh
heet resistance was attributed
d to the small siize of the sampple (approximaately 1cm
× 1cm), resullting in edge effects
e
from the 4-point probbe measuremennt. It was obseerved that
the sheet ressistance of thee honeycomb silver mesh oon ITO layer has average value of
33.22Ω/sq wiith standard deeviation of 12.7
75Ω/sq. The diifference from
m the simulatedd value of
42Ω/sq is attrributed the sm
mall sample geo
ometry, as welll as the finite sheet resistannce of the
silicon substrrate which is 154-308Ω/sq. However, haaving the simuulated sheet rresistance
within the errror of the meassured value ind
dicates that a 200.5nm thick silver mesh overrlaid on a
13nm thick IT
TO layer has th
he capability to
o bring down thhe sheet resistaance significanttly.
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Fig. 11.
1 Histogram of the
t measured sheeet resistance for thhe honeycomb silvver mesh structuree
on an ITO/Si substrate.

5. Conclusio
ons
A new design
n consisting of a silver mesh with 20nm thiickness and 13nm thin layer of ITO is
proposed to replace the top contact of thin
n film solar ceells. The effectt of the new toop contact
was numericaally studied on a-Si:H thin fillm solar cells. Beside reducinng the series reesistance,
the silver messh improves th
he light absorp
ption of a cell via plasmonicc resonance. A series of
experiments were
w
conducted
d to deposit th
he 13nm ITO llayer and fabriicate the silverr mesh on
top of the ultrra-thin ITO lay
yer. The successsful fabricatioon of the top coontact was veriified with
sheet resistant measurementts. These ultra--thin TCO film
m is useful not only for depositing the
top contact in
n photovoltaic cells but also
o have applicattions in sensorr and diode faabrication
[28,42,43]. Faabrication of an
a entire thin film
f
solar cell with the honeeycomb top contact and
integration off the method with
w commerciaal a-Si:H thin ffilm solar cell fabrication proocess can
further prove the merit of th
he new design.
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